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If you have a powerPC machine (G3, G4, G5, G6, iMac, Mac Mini, etc) click here to download the full ISO.
Second, If you have an Intel Mac click here to download the full ISO. Don’t hesitate to email me, or

ryselle@gmail.com if you have questions. The download should be through as a zipped package and the
MacDrive code works perfectly on the Apple install as long as you do a standard iatkos install. It runs
great and boots from the optical drive and you can decide to install 10.5.3/10.5.4/10.5.5 or whatever

youd like. I’m sure people will be interested to see if it can run Iatkos 10.5.4 so I may start a thread for
that and we can swap notes if anyone wants to try that. but there wasnt time to work on the ramdrive

because I hadnt made a backup and upgraded my Leopard to 10.5.6. I now am in 10.5.7 and am happy
to report that the software updater says I have my Mac online with iDeneb 10.5.6. Now we can continue
on the upgrades. Note that this will not be possible if you buy Lion from the App Store when you click to

buy it immediately starts downloaded (if you already have an App Store account with a designated credit
card). When the download is finished, 3-4 hours later (!) the installation Wizard pops up and tells you that

it is closing applications before installing. YOU NEED TO INTERRUPT THE PROCESS AT THIS POINT! Why
Because if the installation does ahead, the. Didnt work for me, havnt had any luck with the wifi, nor

sound, nor camera or sleep. I have tried iDeneb 10.7-10.8 and I will be buying 10.6.8 soon as 10.7 has
little in it that I want. got the DVD version tho, not the serial that will be out in a few days. I just need

wifi, audio, webcam, and sleep. The price of OS X right now seems to be very high-end (i wish it wasnt).
well ill keep hunting. i found a working combination between 10.6.7 and 10.6.8(according to this), a

DVD/serial from a site and a black iBook. I will see how it works out.
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